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02/  Connect the B1 on an auxiliary analog input or  
 digital one of your HiFi amplifier, A/V receiver or DAC  
 then select analog or digital input on them.

03/  Connect the B1 receiver to your speakers by using  
 the digital optical TOSLINK audio cable, digital  
 coaxial audio cable, RCA auxiliary audio cable, or 
 RCA cable with 3.5mm to RCA auxiliary cable  
 adapter.

04/  SETUP OPTIONS:

 OPTION 1: 
 Using RCA auxiliary audio cable

 OPTION 2:
 Using RCA auxiliary audio cable+ RCA to 3.5mm  
 auxiliary cable adapter

 OPTION 3:
 Using an optical digital audio cable

 OPTION 4:
 Using a coaxial digital audio cable (not included)

INTRODUCTION

Thank you for purchasing BluDento B1. The B1 is a 
Bluetooth capable audio receiver that connects 
non-Bluetooth speakers to your smart phone, tablet or PC. 
The B1 supports Bluetooth Low Energy and aptX 
technology for delivering CD quality audio through your 
speakers or headphones. Analog stereo L/R RCA as well as 
S/PDIF TOSLINK and coaxial outputs are included for 
superior music quality. The B1 is powered by DC5V 
through the supplied micro USB power cable. 

 

CONNECTING TO SPEAKERS

01/  Power on B1 receiver by plugging the micro USB  
 cable into the receiver and the power plug into your  
 power outlet. B1 will automatically go into pairing  
 mode and the LED light on the front panel will flash  
 slowly to show the unit is powered and ready to be  
 paired.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING TIPS

01/ B1 is connected but the LED light does not 
light up. Verify that the power adapter is connected 
to the B1 and plugged into a functioning AC outlet.

02/ My device will not pair with B1. Verify that 
Bluetooth on the device is turned on. Confirm that the 
B1 LED light is blinking in pairing/discovery mode. 
Make sure your device is within range of B1 (33 feet).

03/ The B1 LED light is solid but I cannot connect 
my device. Make sure no other devices are connected. 
If so, either disconnect or turn off Bluetooth on the 
other devices.

04/ B1 LED light is solid and my device is 
connected but no audio output or the volume 
output level seems low. Confirm that the B1 output 
is correctly connected to your audio system. Make sure 
the audio source is correctly selected on your music 
system (analog or digital optical/coaxial input). Check 
the volume levels on your device. Also check the 
volume level on your powered speakers or stereo 
system. Confirm audio cable is correctly and firmly 

connected to the receiver. Confirm the stereo volume is 
set to a comfortable listening level. Confirm you are 
within range of the receiver. Confirm that the audio 
source selection of your amplifier is correct with your 
audio connection (l/R RCA auxiliary audio or digital 
optical/coaxial audio).

05/ Out of range or lost signal. If the music device is 
out of range beyond 33 feet of the Bluetooth music 
receiver or if there is something blocking the Bluetooth 
signal, the LED light will flash slowly to indicate that the 
Bluetooth connection with the music device has been lost.

To avoid a lost connection: 
A. Move the music device back into range within 33 feet 
and make sure there's a clear line of sight and there are 
no obstructions between the Bluetooth receiver and the 
device. 
B. Within 2 minutes, the connection will automatically be 
reestablished and the LED light will turn on. If the 
connection is lost for more than 2 minutes, the 
connection will need to be reestablished.


